Journey to Change projection at McEwan Hall

Sustainable travel is a huge trend for 2022, and it's
not surprising that sustainable travel to Scotland is
burgeoning, with the perfect combination of stunning
natural beauty, proximity and accessibility, and
superb venues making sustainability central to their
offering, whilst not compromising on comfort or
service.
Perthshire is particularly perfect in this regard,
encapsulating all that is best about sustainable travel
in Scotland. Offering breathtaking Highland scenery,
yet reached from Scotland's major hubs in little over
an hour, it really is the perfect place to bring a
corporate, leisure or incentive group for a true
experience of Scotland with a sustainability focus,
and the small city of Perth has big ambitions to
become Europe's most sustainable small city.

Perth city from river Tay

Friday 29th
Arrive in Perthshire at Crieff Hydro and unwind in the evening with cocktails,
learning about the local gin used and created by the hotel group with a delicious
informal dinner to follow.
Saturday 30th
Full Scottish breakfast at Crieff Hydro, before donning boots and outdoor wear
for the next adventure! Depart on a coach to ride through breath-taking Highland
scenery toward the town of Aberfeldy. Experience the working Highland hill-farm,
Errichel, home to Thyme Deli & Thyme Bistro. Journey through the pretty town of
Aberfeldy, to Dewar’s Aberfeldy Distillery, one of the first in Scotland to install a
biomass boiler to power whisky production.
Travel to the Highland Chocolatier to sample these 5* chocolate experience and
learn about the way this master chocolatier uses the finest ingredients in an
environmentally thoughtful way. Head back to Perth, heading to the city centre
and Perth Concert Hall to enjoy part of the Southern Fried Festival, at Scotland
Sings Nanci Griffith.
Saturday 30th
After breakfast, a coach will take you to Perth to discover how this beautiful
riverside city aims to become ‘Europe’s most sustainable small city’ with a stop
off at experiencing Perth racecourse. Enjoy a locally sourced lunch by Heritage
Portfolio before your transport home!

